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Game of Words: prototype of a digital game focusing on oral production (and comprehension) through asynchronous interaction

Mathieu Loiseau¹, Racha Hallal², Pauline Ballot³, and Ada Gazidedja⁴

Abstract. In this paper, we present a learning game designed according to a strategy focusing on favouring the learners' playful attitude. The game’s modalities pertain to what we might call ‘guessing games’. The chosen avatar of such guessing games both exists as learning and Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) board games. We explain in this paper how we adapted them into a digital game, taking decisions prompted by language learning but also addressing technical and contextual issues. We resort to the literature on communicative strategies to justify the expected outcomes of using this game and describe certain feedback stemming from self enrolling user tests performed by language teachers in early 2016. We conclude by describing the next steps in this research.
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1. Guessing game based learning⁵

Many researchers see various advantages in resorting to game based learning. In the field of language learning, some see in games an opportunity to overcome excessive self consciousness impeding involvement in tasks (Villez, 2006). Yet the emergence of a playful attitude considered productive in games in terms of (language) learning is far from being systematic in learning games (Lavigne, 2006).
The metaphor of ‘chocolate coated broccoli’ for serious games has even been used in various publications (see Söbke, Bröker, & Kornadt, 2013). To avoid this type of reaction, we have adapted Söbke et al.’s (2013) design suggestions. Though they advocate for directly using COTS, they acknowledge that COTS that can be enriched with educational content are rare (Söbke et al., 2013). Consequently, we have chosen to design games by resorting to metaludic rules (pertaining to a game genre) (Silva, 1999) of successful games. Additionally, we have so far designed games that offer the student the possibility to repeat games (in a casual game manner) rather than resorting to an elaborate one time play scenario.

In this paper, we aim to introduce a game prototype designed and developed within the GAMER work package of the Innovalangues project. We focus on Game of Words, which could be described as a guessing game. The metaludic rules are as follows:

- one player/team holds a knowledge (often a word, sometimes an expression or a person);
- one player/team ought to guess this knowledge;
- specific modalities are defined as to how this knowledge is to be transmitted between the two entities.

Depending on the said modalities, such communication games seem to be a way by which learners might be led to work on the appropriate use of the ‘strategic competence’. Each such set of modalities defines another avatar of guessing games.

2. Strategic competence

Canale and Swain (1980) define the strategic competence as “verbal and non-verbal communication strategies that may be called into action to compensate for breakdowns in communication due to performance variables or to insufficient competence” (p. 30). Many authors concur in dividing those strategies into two categories (sometimes bearing different names depending on the author): message adjustment strategies and resource expansion strategies (CECRL, 2000; Dörnyei & Thurrell, 1991; Mariani, 1994).

While the Common European Framework of Reference for languages (CEFR or CECR in French) does not formally define the strategic competence, it stresses the importance of strategies (be they communicative or learning strategies) (CECRL, 2000), thus highlighting the point made earlier by Dörnyei and Thurrell (1991). Additionally, Mariani (1994) mentions that the acquisition of resource expansion strategies are by definition more profitable to the learner, as they do not rely on their avoiding difficulties.

In this paper, we focus on verbal production strategies as they are at the core of our game’s ludic structures, and more precisely on resource expansion strategies.

3. Our prototype

The avatar of guessing games we chose for the first version of this prototype is based on the well-known modalities of taboo: in order to convey their knowledge (a word) the first team can neither use that word, nor a list of words deemed by the designer of the game as useful to describe the word. By essence, these rules force the learner to find ways to have other players find a specific word without ever mentioning it. Indeed one can link the task performed in the game to the one used by Paribakht (1985) in her experiment meant to establish a taxonomy, where she would ask the student to communicate a lexical item (concrete or abstract) to a (native) student, without using the word.

The chosen rules are also consistent with some of Dörnyei and Thurrell’s (1991) suggestions for strategic competence focused learning tasks. These rules are also consistent with games used in class by teachers of English, French and Italian as foreign languages, according to interviews we performed.

One of the advantages of using a digital game is that it can be used both in and out of the classroom, but it also comes with constraints, especially when devising a first prototype. We implemented our prototype according to two such constraints:

- the game was to focus on oral production and comprehension;
- the game is asynchronous in its modalities.

The oral component is a priority due to its relative under-representation in CALL, but we only handle audio, both to make the development faster and because video would require a lot more space on the server. But this discards one of the four approaches identified by Paribakht (1985) in her taxonomy, which is non-verbal (mime as opposed to linguistic, contextual, and conceptual approaches).

The asynchronous aspect rather emerged from the game mechanics. Such guessing games induce that three persons are required to make the game playable, which can be an issue. Using synchronous modalities, the lack of players can result in players spending most of their playing time waiting for other users. On the other hand, in asynchronous modalities, we can ensure that the player can have some activity anytime they connect. But the downside of this decision is that it cuts interaction down to the minimum, and needs to be orchestrated.

In a role playing game fashion, we associated each role to a trade: *druid*, *oracle*, and *augur* (cf. Figure 1). The *oracle*’s role is to record a riddle meant to allow other players to find the explained word (‘Coffee’ in Figure 1) without using any word displayed on the ‘card’ provided (see ‘Input’ in Figure 1). The *druid* makes sure that the recording is technically audible and that the oracle did not use any forbidden word. Finally, if the recording is adequate, it is submitted to the *augur* whose goal is to interpret the oracle’s riddle.

---
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Each role is associated to a scoring category in order to motivate players to play all roles, as the playability of the game directly relies on people adopting every role. Indeed, if no one verifies, as a druid, that oracles follow the rules, there will never be recordings for augurs, and the oracle’s activity will remain pointless. Yet to provide more game opportunities, a given recording can be served to various augurs.

Players can also earn druid points by creating new cards (a word to guess associated with one or more forbidden words\(^8\)). Resorting to user generated content makes the game playable in any language that can be written using UTF-8 characters and verbalised (sign languages cannot be handled thus far, for instance).

### 4. Experiments, future works and conclusion

The first development cycle led to a testable game prototype. In order to prepare for the following iteration, a user test was set up with teachers and language students. The game was made available to the public and submitted to teachers and learners to use autonomously with no other guidance than a short explanation of the functionalites. Users could later fill a questionnaire. Qualitative analysis of our data allowed us to identify some bugs and to enrich the database with new ‘game cards’ created by teachers and learners. The test also raised some specific needs of teachers to improve the functionalities: mainly to allow to delete content. As a learning task, one teacher had his student create cards to play later. In this process, he wanted to be able to validate the cards.

The resulting prototype is still in alpha stage, but playable, and we plan to carry out an experiment in the winter to both evaluate Game of Words from the standpoint of game structures – do the students adopt a playful attitude? What prevents them from acquiring it? – and of the strategies invoked. As such, we hope to collect enough recordings to compare the students’ productions with existing strategic competence taxonomies.

These results will allow us to implement a first version of the game, which will in turn allow the evaluation of the learning outcomes of the game. More game modes might be included. Some modes might offer new knowledge transmission rules, based on other such activities (Dörnyei & Thurrell, 1991) or exploring multimodality. Finally, other game modes might build on L1 based strategies and the growing body of literature regarding intercomprehension.

---

\(^8\) The number of forbidden words varies depending on the level of the player (as teachers we interviewed do in class).
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